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Feature Heavy duty construction

Cabinets are constructed using a 2mm rigid interlocking 
frame with zinc seal body and internals.

Benefit Excellent structural stability and durability in 
hard wearing industrial applications.
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Feature Flexible drawer compartments

Internal drawer walls and base are slotted at 25mm intervals 
to accommodate BOSCOTEK™ drawer accessories.

Benefit Optimises cabinet use offering space 
maximisation and better organisation.

Feature Flush handle design

Cabinets incorporate a flush aluminium extruded handle 
running the entire width of the drawer. Handles are 
unobtrusive and incorporate a drawer labelling groove. Drawer 
latches can be fitted to avoid drawer opening when cabinet is 
unlocked during transit or on castors.

Benefit Easily identify drawer contents, improved safety 
and ergonomics.
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Feature Wide range of drawer accessories

Accessories enable drawers to be partitioned into small 
compartments for maximum space utilisation. Drawer 
accessories include partitions, dividers, plastic bins, metal 
trays, tool supports, groove trays and customised foam 
inserts. 

Benefit Drawers can support up to 120 kg UDL (uniform 
distributed load) each.

Feature Cabinet integration

BOSCOTEK™ High Density cabinets can be integrated to 
create a complete storage system. Knock-out holes are 
positioned on the cabinet body to facilitate fastening cabinets 
together. Cabinets can be connected on the side, top or 
integrated into the BOSCOTEK™ Industrial workbench range.

Benefit Excellent flexibility, create an arrangement to 
suit your needs. Reclaim your workspace.

Feature Relocate whilst fully loaded

Cabinets can be relocated whilst fully loaded, knock-out holes 
can be used to assist in relocation or forklift base kits are 
available.

Benefit No need to load and unload cabinets when 
relocating, saves time and money.
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Feature Single piece drawer construction

Unique single piece drawer design provides excellent strength 
and durability.

Benefit Drawers can support up to 120 kg UDL (uniform 
distributed load) each.
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Feature Central rear locking system

Cabinets incorporate a central rear locking system to securely 
lock off all drawers, offering excellent security.

Benefit
High level of lock integrity is maintained, lock 
cannot easily be manipulated or flawed through 
force or leverage, providing increased security.
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Feature Single or full extension heavy duty runners

Drawers use single extension runners which incorporate 8 
sealed bearings or 100% full extension runners capable of 
loads up to 200kg depending on the drawer width.

Benefit High load capacity, trouble and maintenance-
free operation for the life of the product.
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Feature Integrated anti-tilt mechanism

To minimise risk of injury, cabinets are fitted with a unique 
“True anti-tilt mechanism”. Unlike similar mechanisms on the 
market which can be easily flawed the BOSCOTEK™ “True 
anti-tilt mechanism” prevents multiple drawers being pulled 
open at one time. 

Benefit Reduced risk of injury.
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Feature Variety of base options

Cabinets are supplied with levelling feet where uneven 
surfaces may exist; or heavy duty castors for mobile storage 
options. Alternative forklift bases provide an ideal solution 
where cabinets may require relocation or increased height.

Benefit Flexibility, ease of relocation and positioning.
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Feature Housing supports positioned at 25mm intervals

Drawers and shelves can be positioned at 25mm intervals, 
supports can be removed and repositioned as your 
requirements change.

Benefit Flexible drawer configuration options that will 
grow with your business.
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Drawer size Actual usable height

75mm 55mm

100mm 80mm

150mm 130mm

225mm 205mm

300mm 280mm
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1
Select cabinet size

Cabinets are available in various heights widths and depths ranging from 700mm to 2100mm in height, 605mm to 755mm in 
depth and 560mm to 1410mm in width. Speak to your BOSCOTEK™ representative for more information regarding cabinet size.

2
Select drawer sizes

To maximise the High Density storage concept, drawers should be selected based on the size of the items you intend to store. 
Select from 5 drawer heights (75mm, 100mm, 150mm, 225mm and 300mm) to create the ideal configuration to suit your needs.

3
Select top options

Cabinets can be fitted with optional customised tops to ensure a working surface that fits your application. Bench top options 
include: hardwood, stainless steel, tray tops with rubber mats and wet edge stainless steel.
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Select cabinet base

Cabinets are supplied standard with adjustable levelling feet. However, castors and forklift bases are available for applications 
where cabinets will require movement or additional height. Forklift bases are ideal for instances where heavily loaded cabinets 
will be moved. Castors provide a useful means of manoeuvring smaller, lighter load cabinets. 

5
Select cabinet and drawer accessories

A range of cabinet accessories are available to ensure your cabinet is suited to its purpose. Consider pull handles for cabinets 
with castors and drawer “lock-in” latches for applications where cabinets are frequently moved e.g. mobile cabinets or cabinets 
installed in vehicles.
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Select cabinet and drawer colour

Select a cabinet and drawer colour from our standard or premium range.
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